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Abstract: We summarize the current state of web.
based expert .systems. We argue that at the curwnf
juncture expert .systems are not commonly used for e-
commerce, and moreover their current me in e-
cOMmt?rce  IS l im i t ed  pr imar i ly  fo conwner
commodities  such as computers and shoes. Although
the sales proce.~ for solutions and services accurately
matches the classical paradigm of’ an advice-giving
expert system, lift& has been done fo automafe this
process. To blaze this trail we describe a working
expert system prototype called BNAT (Business Needs
Analysis Tool) that is designed ,for this purpose.
Insights that we obtained by testing ourprotofypp  with
actual businas executives are summarized,

1 Expert Systems on the Web

Expert systems have been successful in providing
automated advice in many domains. With the
proliferation of the Internet over the past few
years, a large number of advice-giving expert
systems are now available on the Web [4,5].
Domains covered by Web-based expert systems
include industry, medicine, science, and
government.

For web users frustrated by the limitations of
search engines and hot spots, expert systems have
the potential to provide a much more satisfying
web experience. For example, the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration has developed
a number of expert advisors that ask the user
questions to narrow down their specific
requirements for regulatory information [2].
Expert advisors can probe into topics like
asbestos handling, confined spaces, and fire
safety.

The classical paradigm for an advice-giving
expert system is [3]:
1. Find the symptoms (e.g. of a computer

network problem or a disease);
2. Detect the problems causing these symptoms;
3. Give recommendations to solve these

problems.
For example, the Web-based expert system
Toxonet [6] helps a physician diagnose the
disease Toxoplasmosis and offers therapy
recommendations.

2 Application to E-Commerce

At the vast majority of e-commerce websites,
potential customers plod through a series of
hotspots and search engines, hoping to find
something interesting. One step up from this
paradigm is software offered by the Ask Jeeves
company, which matches free-form customer
questions to canned questions which have canned
answers. However this is still basically a search
engine.

Some effort has been made to provide expert
system-based help desk support. According to a
1996 report, there were at least 175 vendors of
expert help desk systems [7]. In general, these
programs attempt to resolve complaints such as
“it doesn’t print”.

Ask Jeeves also offers a tool called Ask
Jeeves Advisor that lets shoppers respond to
multiple choice questions to narrow down their
product search [8]. This technology is in use at
Nikezom.

Startup company Soliloquy offers a tool
called Notebook Expert which allows customers
to type free-form questions like “Find me the
lightest laptop that plays DVDs”.  It returns a list
of relevant products offered by the website.
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